Schedule A

The Committee hereby authorizes the Chairman to issue subpoenas as follows:

1. To the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) for the production of all records related to the Crossfire Hurricane investigation. This includes, but is not limited to, all records provided or made available to the Inspector General of the U.S. Department of Justice for its review that resulted in the report “Review of Four FISA Applications and Other Aspects of the FBI’s Crossfire Hurricane Investigation”; and all records related to requests to the General Services Administration (GSA) or Office of the Inspector General of GSA for presidential transition records from November 2016 through December 2017.

2. To the Department of State for the production of all records related to meetings or communications between Department of State officials or employees with Christopher Steele, any exchange of information between those officials/employees and Mr. Steele, the sources of any information provided by those officials/employees to Mr. Steele, and any exchange of related information between those officials/employees and officials or employees of any other U.S. government agency, including but not limited to the FBI, from June 2016 through January 2017.

3. To the Office of the Director of National Intelligence for the production of all records related to the “unmasking” (i.e., a request to reveal an identity that has been obscured/minimized in information collected or disseminated by the U.S. intelligence community) of U.S. persons or entities affiliated, formally or informally, with the Trump campaign, Trump transition, or Trump administration from June 2015 through January 2017.

4. To the following listed persons, for the production of records and for testimony at a hearing or deposition related to any of the aforementioned topics described in items 1 to 3 above:
   - i. James A. Baker
   - ii. John Brennan
   - iii. Sidney Blumenthal
   - iv. James Clapper
   - v. Kevin Clinesmith
   - vi. James Comey
   - vii. Patrick Conlon
   - viii. Kelly Degnan
   - ix. Michael Dempsey
   - x. Mary Gleason
   - xi. Seth Greenfeld
   - xii. Kathleen Kavalec
   - xiii. Jacob Lew
   - xiv. Denis McDonough
   - xv. Arthur “Danny” McGlynn
   - xvi. Sally Moyer
xvii. Michael Neufield
xviii. Victoria Nuland
xix. Stephanie L. O’Sullivan
xx. Lisa Page
xxi. John R. Phillips
xxii. Joe Pientka
xxiii. Samantha Power
xxiv. E.W. “Bill” Priestap
xxv. Sarah Raskin
xxvi. Susan Rice
xxvii. Cody Shearer
xxviii. Nathan Sheets
xxix. Elizabeth Sherwood-Randall
xxx. Erik Simmons
xxxi. Peter Strzok
xxxii. Adam Szubin
xxxiii. Jonathan Winer